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1 Introduction 

Sometimes the measurements in physics have errors in both the in

dependent and dependent variables [1]. This case, so important for 

physicists, is not given in detail in the standard statistics books, used 

by physicists. The paper describes an improvement of earlier proposed 

Orthonormal Polynomial Expansion Method in our papers [2, 3, 4, 5] 

and in work [6]. Here the uncertainties in the dependent y and the in

dependent x variables are introduced. A new total variance is defined 

and used: 
a?ot =a;+ (8yf8x)'a;. ( 1) 

Here the penalty is the requirement that the derivative (8yf8x) is 

available. 

2 Method 

The method is a generalization of the Forsythe three- term reccurence 

formula [7] for constructing a set of orthogonal polynomials, using 

least square method. The generalization consists of: fast and accurate 

telescoping of fitting series in one dimensional case, normalization of 

a reccurence procedure [1, 2], stable differentiation and integration 

in one [5] and many-dimensional case [6], Some applications in high 

eoergy physics, nuclear physics and other fields are presented in our 

papers [2, 3, 4, 5]. 
The main relation for the one-dimensional case generating poly

nomials {1'\(m)(x)} (m = 0) , their derivatives (m > 0) and integrals 

(m > 0) is: 

P;";,l = li+l ( (x- a;+,)Piml - (1 - o;o)/3;Pi::',l + mPim-ll) , (2) 

where the normalizing 1 and recurrence coefficients a and f3 are pre

sented by scalar products of the polynomials in the test data. One 

can generates the orthogonal polynomials recursively. 

The approximating quantity is sought for in the form: 

N N 
y(m)•PP'(x) = ~akP~m)(x) = ~ckx\ (3) 

k=O k=O 
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where all calculations are earring out for xt in [-1,1] approximating in

terval, but the prime sign is omitted for brevity. Here Ck are coefficients 

in an ordinary polynomial series, ak are coefficients in orthonormal se

ries and P1°> are orthonormal polynomials over discrete point set with 

different weights w;: 

M 

"Lw;P1"\x;)P,'0>(x;) = 8kl· (4) 
i=I 

Here 8kr is a Kronecker symbol. The relation between ak and ck is: 

N 

Ck = l::akci;>, k = o, ... ,N. 
i=k 

The coefficients cin are evaluated by recurrence relation: 

c~o) = 1//30 

(5) 

U+l) I/" [(I c ) UJ (I c ) U) 
Ck = Jv'i+l - UQk Ck-l - - U£+l,k O'i+tCk 

-(I- 8;k)(l- 8;+!,k)/3;ckH)], 

where i = 1,2 ... ,N -I; k = O,l, ... ,i. 

The inherited uncertainties in the coefficients b.ck are given by the 

b.ak with: 

( 

N ) 1/2 

b.ck = ~(cin)2 b.ak, (6) 

Afterwards the ak and b.ak, ck amd b.ck are evaluated 

(unput) units using relations: 
In natural 

X= (xt-xo)/XJ,XI = 2/(Xmax-Xm;n),xo = -(Xmax+Xm;n)/(xmax-Xm;n) 

and b.ak are evaluted, using [8]: 

( 

M ) 1/2 

b.ak = ~ Pf(x;)w;(Y;- Y;"PP')2 
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The main fitures of our OPEM is the absence of matrix inversion 

and the optimum condition of matrices involved for high-degree fits. 

We introduce the test set of {x;,Y;,o-x.,ov,,i = I, ... M} values of 

both variables and their standard deviations. In our algorithm the 

following x' is minimized: 

M 

x' = L (Y;•PP'- Y;)2 
w;---> min. (7) 

i=l 

We involve in the OPEM the formula for the total variance as follows: 

!.Carrying out they approximation with the weight function w = 

1/ <7~, depending only on errors of y. We evaluate the values of deriva

tive {(8yj8x);} in every point by (2) and (3). 

2. Carrying out second y approximation with the total weight 

function Wtot = 1/o-fot using (1) , where the values of derivative are 

derived at the first step. Here the assumption of Bevington [9] to 

combine the uncertainties of both quantities and assign them to the 

dependent variable alone is taken into account. The procedure is iter

ative. 

3 Results, Discussions and Illustrations 

To test the algorithm we approximate the quadratic function y = 

c2 x2 +c1x+eo with errors in x; andY;, given in [10]. Different types of 

minimizing of chi- square are proposed there: PLOTDATA program 

fit (standard minimum variance) for the case O"x = 0 and Effective 

Variance Method [11] and full MINUIT [12] program fit, for the case 

O"x # 0. The x2 in [10] and [ll] is found by minimizing the weighted 

sum of the squared deviations: 

M 

X2 = L[((x;- xJ)/o-x,) 2 + ((Y;- Y"PP'(xJ))jo-y,)'J. (8) 

j=l 

Fo~ each true value x~, there will be a measured x; Gaussian-distributed 

about x~ with a standard deviation O"x, and similarly a measured Y; 

Gaussian-distributed about Y;" = Y(x~) with standard deviation o-y,. 

In this case , in addition to the N values of { ck}, there are M values 
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of { x7}, giving a total of M + N unknowns. The total number of 
experimental points is the M values of x; plus the M values of Y;. 
The number of degres of freedom are [2M- (M + N)] = (M - N). 
The minimization of the equation (8) has to be performed for the M 
values of x7 as well for the N values of ak. An obvious approach is the 
employment of MINUIT with minimization carried out for all M + N 
parameters simultaneously. 

The above formula can be simplified and it is performed in Ef
fective variance Method [II], without the necessity of including the 
independent variables as parameters. The method esentially relies on 
the adequacy of being able to approximate the function Y(x) by a lin
ear function in the neighbourhood of each experimental point (within 
a range ux;,uY; for each(x;, Y;)). The simplified expression is given 
by eq.(2) in [!OJ, which is analogous to our eq. (7). The minimization 
in [10] is carried out with MINUIT or iteratively using a standard 
minimum variance routines. In [13] is shown that such a process does 
not converges, in general, to the ''exact'' solution. 
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Our results for this simple example are obtained on IBM compat
ible PC, using FORTRAN 77 codes. The given points, error corridors 
and two approximated curves by OPEM are given in Fig.!. It is evi
dent that the approximating curve for Ux # 0 is more suitable to given 
error corridors. The OPEM results for x' values and the values of co
efficients {ck} by eq.(5) and their uncertainties {~ck} (estimated by 
(6)) are compared in two main cases (respectively in Table 1 and 2) 
with the methods in [10]. 

a. Approximation when Ux = 0 (Table I). The result XbPEM = 
14.9418 is equal to calculated by PLOTDATA x' = 14.94 in [!OJ. The 
errors in OPEM coefficient c1 is: 0.305. It is smaller than evaluated 
corresponding value by PLOTDATA - 0.35. 

Table 1 

I I Standard variance II OPEM Standard variance I 
x· x· 

14.942 14.9418 

value error value error 

c, -0.06625 0.3926 -0.06624 0.59103 
CJ 3.32210 0.3518 3.27946 0.30597 
Co -0.08240 0.0520 0.54921 0.34543 

b. Approximation when Ux # 0 (Table 2). The approximation by 
OPEM is different in nature in comparison with appropriate meth
ods. The convergence was obtained quickly (2 iterations). The result 
XbPEM is 5.93, which is close to X2 = 4.17 in [10] (best aproximation 
by full MINUIT) , 4.28 by Effective Variance Method and 4.34 by their 
Iterative Fit (5 iterations). 
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Table 2 

11-Effect.vM. ~ -MINI.JIT IJ OPEMtot:- vaf. J 

xz xz x' 
4.2814 4.1754 5.93 

value error value error value error 

cz 1.1390 0.6663 1.1667 0.6666 0.5398 1.0026 

CJ 2.0929 0.6228 2.0614 0.6272 3.0061 0.3954 

Co -0.0244 0.0726 -0.0223 0.0723 0.1551 0.7995 
-

-

The value of error in OPEM coefficients c1 = 0.395 is smaller than 

c1 = 0.6272 by MINUIT and c1 = 0.6228 by Effective Variance Method 

respectively. 
For completeness the results by Effective Variance Method 

(using MINUIT) and full MINUIT are given. The OPEM errors in 

coefficients are close to MINUIT fit errors. The results for their iter

ative fit is not given in the tables. We have to note that the OPEM 

second and third iteration gives x2 = 5.93 and the coefficients have 

the same values as presented respectively. 

4 Conclusions 

The main result is that OPEM with a total variance is a more accurate 

algorithm than OPEM with a standard variance- about three times 

better ( Fig.1 and Tables) because of good derivative accuracy. It 

gives also good results (for linear approximation) in comparison with 

other popular methods. and it slightly differs from full MINUIT fit 

and Effective Variance Method (Table 2). The comparative numerical 

results for the type and accuracy of OPEM and other approximations 

determine the perspectives of our new approach. It can be included 

in nonlinear rational approximation to achieve better conditioned set 

of normal equations, as it is proposed in [14]. 
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This simple and fast algorithm holds very well for many physical 

applications, espessialy for calibration procedures. With many data 

points the appropriate methods leads to a very large number of pa

rameters. For real data applications with many- point approximating 

intervals and for high-degree polynomials the OPEM total variance 

will be carried out in a following paper. 
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EornaHosa H.E: 
Mero.u pa3Jlo)KeHHSJ. no oproroHaJJbHbtM nommoMaM 

C }"-leTOM OlllH60K nO o6eHM nepeMCHHbiM 

Ell-98-3 

Tipe.ucraBJieHo yn)lllWeHHe npe}lnmtWHHoro paHee Mero.na pa3Jlo:JKemrn no opro

roHanbHhiM nommoMaM. B .113HHoii pa6ore JauaHHhie HeTOlJHOCTH no 33BHCHMOH 

H He33BHCHMOH nepeMeHHbiM BBO,WITCSI B HOBYlO clJopMyJ1Y lVISI. 11HCTiepCH1i. 

CpasHHTeJibHbte peJyJJ&TaTht c .upyrnMH Mero.ua~m onpe.ueJunor nepcneKTHBbi npHMe

HeHHH npe.nno)KeHHoro nonxo.ua. 

Pa6ora BhinOJJHeHa s J1a6oparopHH BhllJHCJH:ITeJihHOH rexHHKH H asTOM3TH-

3aUHH 0115111. 

Coo6weHHe 06oe.tliiHCHH0fO liHCTirTyra $1.IlepHb1X HCC;Je).IOBaJHlii. D.y611a, 1998 

Bogdanova N.B. Ell-98-3 

Orthonormal Polynomial Expansion Method with Errors in Variables 

An improvement of earlier proposed Orthonormal Polynomial Expansion 

Method (OPEM) is presented. In this paper the uncertainties in the dependent 

and independent variables are introduced in the modified variance. The comparative 

results for the accuracy of OPEM and other methods determine the perspectives 

of our approach. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 

Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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